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(54) PROTECTION SWITCHING METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM

(57) A protection switching method and system, and
a device are provided, and relate to the field of commu-
nications technologies. The method includes: determin-
ing, by a first network device, that there is at least one
unavailable link in an active FlexE link group, and select-
ing m standby links from preconfigured standby links as
protection links, where m is a positive integer less than
or equal to a quantity of unavailable links in the active
FlexE link group; sending, by the first network device, a
protection switching notification to a second network de-

vice, and replacing m unavailable links in the at least one
unavailable link with the m protection links; replacing, by
the second network device based on the protection
switching notification, the m unavailable links with the m
protection links, where the m protection links are in a
one-to-one correspondence with the m unavailable links;
and sending, by the second network device, a protection
switching response to the first network device. In the em-
bodiments of this application, an application requirement
of FlexE for protection switching is satisfied.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of this application relate to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a
protection switching method and system, and a device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A Flexible Ethernet (Flexible Ethernet, FlexE) network is an improved network based on Ethernet.
[0003] FIG. 1 shows an example of a FlexE network architecture. A plurality of links are established between a first
network device 11 and a second network device 12. Forming a FlexE link group, these links are used to carry at least
one client service. Because one client service may be transmitted over a plurality of links, such a network architecture
has high flexibility.
[0004] Current FlexE standards define no related protection switching mechanism. If a fault occurs on a link in a FlexE
link group, the entire FlexE link group stops working, causing a large-area service interruption.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of this application provide a protection switching method and system, and a device, to resolve
a prior-art problem that an entire FlexE link group stops working when there is an unavailable link in the FlexE link group.
[0006] According to one aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a protection switching method, where the
method includes: determining, by a first network device, that there is at least one unavailable link in an active FlexE link
group, and selecting m standby links from preconfigured standby links as protection links, where the active FlexE link
group includes a plurality of links that are logically bonded, and m is a positive integer less than or equal to a quantity
of unavailable links in the active FlexE link group; sending, by the first network device, a protection switching notification
to a second network device, and replacing m unavailable links in the at least one unavailable link with the m protection
links; replacing, by the second network device based on the protection switching notification, the m unavailable links
with the m protection links, where the m protection links are in a one-to-one correspondence with the m unavailable
links; and sending, by the second network device, a protection switching response to the first network device.
[0007] In the solution provided in this embodiment of this application, a standby link is provided for a link in a FlexE
link group, to implement link redundancy backup. In this way, when there is an unavailable link in the FlexE link group,
a standby link is selected as a protection link and the unavailable link is replaced with the protection link, to avoid a
problem that the entire FlexE link group stops working because of one faulty link, thereby satisfying an application
requirement of FlexE for protection switching.
[0008] In a possible design, the protection link belongs to a standby FlexE link group. The replacing, by the first network
device/the second network device, m unavailable links in the at least one unavailable link with the m protection links
includes: if a first protection link in the m protection links belongs to the standby FlexE link group and is used to replace
a first unavailable link, the first network device/the second network device deletes the first unavailable link from the active
FlexE link group and adds the first protection link to the active FlexE link group.
[0009] In the foregoing manner, link replacement is implemented when the protection link belongs to the standby FlexE
link group.
[0010] In another possible design, the protection link belongs to the active FlexE link group. The replacing, by the first
network device/the second network device, m unavailable links in the at least one unavailable link with the m protection
links includes: if a second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to
replace a second unavailable link, the first network device/the second network device applies slot configuration of the
second unavailable link to the second protection link.
[0011] In the foregoing manner, link replacement is implemented when the protection link belongs to the active FlexE
link group.
[0012] In still another possible design, the protection switching notification is a FlexE information frame, a target field
of the FlexE information frame carries protection switching information, and the protection switching information is used
to instruct the second network device to replace the m unavailable links with the m protection links.
[0013] The protection switching information is sent by extending a function of the target field of the FlexE information
frame.
[0014] In still another possible design, the method further includes: if it is determined that n links in the m unavailable
links are restored to available, sending, by the first network device, a link restoration notification to the second network
device, and replacing n protection links with the n links that are restored to available; replacing, by the second network
device based on the link restoration notification, the n protection links with the n links that are restored to available,
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where n is a positive integer less than or equal to m; and sending, by the second network device, a link restoration
response to the first network device.
[0015] In the foregoing manner, when it is determined that a link is restored to available from being unavailable, a
protection link is replaced with the link that is restored to available, to restore a standby link resource in a timely manner.
[0016] In still another possible design, the determining, by a first network device, that there is at least one unavailable
link in an active FlexE link group includes: the first network device detects whether a FlexE information frame sent by
the second network device is correctly received on each link included in the active FlexE link group, and the first network
device determines, based on a detection result, whether the link included in the active FlexE link group is available;
and/or the first network device receives receiving status information sent by the second network device, where the
receiving status information is used to indicate whether a FlexE information frame sent by the first network device is
correctly received by the second network device on each link included in the active FlexE link group, and the first network
device determines, based on the receiving status information, whether the link included in the active FlexE link group is
available.
[0017] In the foregoing manner, two manners of determining whether a link is available are provided, to implement
bidirectional detection on availability of the link separately.
[0018] In still another possible design, the method further includes: sending, by the first network device, first master-
slave configuration information to the second network device, where the first master-slave configuration information is
used to indicate a master-slave relationship configured in the first network device, so that the second network device
determines, based on the first master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the
second network device, whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device
and the second network device; and sending, by the second network device, second master-slave configuration infor-
mation to the first network device, where the second master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-
slave relationship configured in the second network device, so that the first network device determines, based on the
second master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the first network device,
whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second network
device.
[0019] In the foregoing manner, a master-slave relationship between devices at two ends of FlexE can be specified.
When there is an unavailable link, a master end device selects a protection link and initiates a protection switching
notification, to implement process simplification.
[0020] According to another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a network device. The network device
has a function of implementing actions implemented on a side of the first network device or the second network device
in the foregoing method examples. The function may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by hardware
by executing corresponding software. The hardware or the software includes one or more units corresponding to the
foregoing function.
[0021] In a possible design, a structure of the network device includes a processor and a communications interface.
The processor is configured to support the network device in executing a corresponding function in the foregoing method.
The communications interface is configured to support the network device in communicating with another network device.
Further, the network device may include a memory, the memory is configured to be coupled with the processor, and the
memory stores a program instruction and data that are necessary for the network device.
[0022] According to yet another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a protection switching system.
The system includes the first network device and the second network device in the foregoing aspects.
[0023] According to still another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a computer storage medium,
configured to store a computer software instruction used by the first network device and/or the second network device.
The computer software instruction includes a program designed to implement the foregoing aspects.
[0024] According to still another aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a computer program product.
When the computer program product is executed, the computer program product is used to perform the methods used
on a side of the first network device and/or the second network device in the foregoing aspects.
[0025] Compared with that in the prior art, in the solutions provided in this embodiment of this application, a standby
link is provided for a link in a FlexE link group, to implement link redundancy backup. In this way, when there is an
unavailable link in the FlexE link group, a standby link is selected as a protection link and the unavailable link is replaced
with the protection link, to avoid a problem that the entire FlexE link group stops working because of one faulty link,
thereby satisfying an application requirement of FlexE for protection switching.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0026]

FIG. 1 is an example of a FlexE network architecture;
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FIG. 2 is an example of a schematic diagram of protection switching;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a protection switching method according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 4 is an example of another schematic diagram of protection switching;
FIG. 5A is an example of a schematic diagram of protection switching when a link is unavailable in a direction from
a master end to a slave end;
FIG. 5B is an example of a flowchart of protection switching when a link is unavailable in a direction from a master
end to a slave end;
FIG. 6A is an example of a schematic diagram of protection switching when a link is unavailable in a direction from
a slave end to a master end;
FIG. 6B is an example of a flowchart of protection switching when a link is unavailable in a direction from a slave
end to a master end;
FIG. 7 is an example of a flowchart of a link restoration process;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a protection switching method according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 9 is an example of a schematic diagram of an application scenario;
FIG. 10A, FIG. 10B, and FIG. 10C are an example of a schematic diagram of another application scenario;
FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B, and FIG. 11C are an example of a schematic diagram of still another application scenario;
FIG. 12A is a schematic block diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of this application; and
FIG. 12B is a schematic structural diagram of a network device according to an embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0027] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of this application clearer, the following further
describes the implementations of this application in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0028] The network architecture and the service scenario described in the embodiments of this application are intended
to describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of this application more clearly, and do not constitute a limitation
on the technical solutions provided in the embodiments of this application. A person of ordinary skill in the art may know
that as the network architecture evolves and a new service scenario emerges, the technical solutions provided in the
embodiments of this application are also applicable to similar technical problems.
[0029] The technical solutions provided in the embodiments of this application may be applicable to a FlexE network
architecture shown in FIG. 1. The network architecture includes a first network device 11 and a second network device 12.
[0030] A network device (for example, the first network device 11 or the second network device 12) may be a device
having data receiving and sending functions, for example, a router, a switch, or a data storage device.
[0031] There is at least one FlexE link group between the first network device 11 and the second network device 12,
and each FlexE link group includes a plurality of links that are logically bonded. The logical bonding means that a plurality
of links are grouped together to form a FlexE link group, and a physical connection relationship may not exist between
the plurality of links. Therefore, the plurality of links in the FlexE link group may be physically independent. A link in this
embodiment of this application may be an Ethernet physical link, for example, an optical fiber. In this embodiment of
this application, a bandwidth provided by each link is not limited. For example, the bandwidth provided by each link is
100 G, namely, 100 Gbit/s; and 1 G = 1024 M. A network device supporting FlexE may identify links included in a FlexE
link group by link number, to logically bond a plurality of links. For example, each link may be identified by a number
from 1 to 254, and 0 and 255 are reserved numbers. A number of a link may correspond to a port on the network device.
A same number needs to be used to identify a same link connecting two ends, namely, the first network device 11 and
the second network device 12. Numbers of links included in a FlexE link group are not necessarily consecutive. One or
more FlexE link groups exist between two network devices. One link may be used to carry at least one client service,
and one client service may be transmitted on at least one link. In FlexE standards, a client service may be referred to
as a client.
[0032] In an example, as shown in FIG. 2, it is assumed that there are two active FlexE link groups and one standby
FlexE link group between a first network device and a second network device. An active FlexE link group 1 includes four
links that are denoted as a PG1:PHY1, a PG1:PHY2, a PG1:PHY3, and a PG1:PHY4 respectively. An active FlexE link
group 2 includes two links that are denoted as a PG2:PHY1 and a PG2:PHY2 respectively. The standby FlexE link group
includes two links that are denoted as a Spare PHY1 and a Spare PHY2 respectively. In the technical solution provided
in this embodiment of this application, it is assumed that when the link PG1:PHY2 in the active FlexE link group 1 is
unavailable due to a fault, a standby link (for example, the Spare PHY1) is selected from the standby FlexE link group
as a protection link, and the PG1:PHY2 is replaced with the Spare PHY1, to implement protection switching. If a plurality
of links in the active FlexE link group are unavailable, the protection switching needs to be performed for each of the
plurality of links.
[0033] The following further describes the embodiments of this application in detail based on a common aspect of the
embodiments of this application described above.
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[0034] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a protection switching method according to an embodiment of this application. The
method may include the following steps:
[0035] Step 301. A first network device determines that there is at least one unavailable link in an active FlexE link
group, and selects m standby links from preconfigured standby links as protection links, where m is a positive integer
less than or equal to a quantity of unavailable links in the active FlexE link group.
[0036] The active FlexE link group includes a plurality of links that are logically bonded. For example, as shown in
FIG. 2, the active FlexE link group 1 includes four links, and the active FlexE link group 2 includes two links.
[0037] The standby link is a redundant link used to replace an unavailable link in the active FlexE link group. A total
quantity of preconfigured standby links may be determined as required. For example, a relatively large quantity of standby
links are preconfigured when a relatively strong protection switching function needs to be provided.
[0038] In a first possible implementation, the preconfigured standby link does not belong to any active FlexE link group.
Optionally, the preconfigured standby link belongs to a standby FlexE link group. Any standby link in the standby FlexE
link group may be used to provide protection switching for any link in the any active FlexE link group. For example, as
shown in FIG. 2, the standby FlexE link group includes two links that are denoted as the Spare PHY1 and the Spare
PHY2 respectively. The Spare PHY1 may be used to provide protection switching for any link in the active FlexE link
group 1 and the active FlexE link group 2. Similarly, the Spare PHY2 may be used to provide protection switching for
any link in the active FlexE link group 1 and the active FlexE link group 2.
[0039] In a second possible implementation, the standby link is preconfigured in the active FlexE link group. A standby
link preconfigured in a specific active FlexE link group is only used to provide protection switching for any link in the
active FlexE link group to which the standby link belongs, but cannot be used to provide protection switching for a link
in another active FlexE link group. For example, as shown in FIG. 4, it is assumed that there are two active FlexE link
groups between a first network device and a second network device. An active FlexE link group 1 includes six links,
which are four active links and two standby links. The four active links are denoted as a PG1:PHY1, a PG1:PHY2, a
PG1:PHY3, and a PG1:PHY4 respectively, and the two standby links are denoted as a PG1:Spare PHY1 and a PG1:Spare
PHY2 respectively. An active FlexE link group 2 includes two links that are denoted as a PG2:PHY1 and a PG2:PHY2
respectively. The two links both are active links, and the active FlexE link group 2 does not include a standby link. The
PG1:Spare PHY1 may be used to provide protection switching for any active link in the active FlexE link group 1. Similarly,
the PG1: Spare PHY2 may be used to provide protection switching for any active link in the active FlexE link group 1.
However, neither the PG1:Spare PHY1 nor the PG1: Spare PHY2 can be used to provide protection switching for a link
in the active FlexE link group 2.
[0040] When selecting the protection link from the preconfigured standby links, the first network device selects the
protection link from selectable standby links. The selectable standby link is a standby link that is not used and that
belongs to the standby FlexE link group and/or a same active FlexE link group to which the unavailable link belongs.
[0041] It is assumed that the first network device determines that there are n unavailable links in the active FlexE link
group, and n is a positive integer. A quantity of preconfigured selectable standby links is p, and p is a positive integer.
If p is greater than or equal to n, the first network device may select a maximum of n protection links, that is, a maximum
value of m is n, to implement protection switching for all of the n unavailable links. If p is less than n, the first network
device may select a maximum of p protection links, that is, a maximum value of m is p, to implement protection switching
for some of the n unavailable links.
[0042] For the foregoing two implementations, refer to the following description for a specific process of selecting the
protection link.
[0043] The unavailable link may be a link that has been assigned to a client service for use, or may be a link that has
not been assigned to a client service for use. In addition, unavailability of a link may be caused by a fault on the link.
Certainly, another possible reason for unavailability of a link is not limited in this embodiment of this application. For
example, that the link switches from an available state to an unavailable state is configured during test or maintenance.
[0044] Step 302. The first network device sends a protection switching notification to a second network device.
[0045] The protection switching notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace m unavailable
links in the at least one unavailable link with the m protection links. The m protection links are in a one-to-one corre-
spondence with the m unavailable links. In other words, one protection link is used to replace one unavailable link.
Optionally, the protection switching notification indicates a correspondence between a protection link and an unavailable
link. In other words, the protection switching notification indicates that a specific protection link is used to replace a
specific unavailable link.
[0046] The first network device may send the protection switching notification to the second network device on any
one or more available FlexE links. The available FlexE link may be a link that is not faulty in the active FlexE link group,
or may be a standby link such as a protection link. In another possible implementation, there is another communication
channel different from the FlexE link between the first network device and the second network device, and the first
network device may further send the protection switching notification to the second network device through the another
communication channel. The another communication channel includes but is not limited to an Etherchannel, an optical
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transmission network channel, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0047] Optionally, when the protection switching notification is sent on a FlexE link, the protection switching notification
is a FlexE information frame. A target field of the FlexE information frame carries protection switching information, and
the protection switching information is used to instruct the second network device to replace the m unavailable links with
the m protection links. A packet transmitted on the FlexE link by devices (for example, the first network device and the
second network device in this embodiment of this application) at two ends of FlexE may be referred to as a FlexE
information frame, and the FlexE information frame may be a FlexE overhead frame or a FlexE management frame.
The FlexE information frame is referred to as a FlexE overhead frame or a FlexE multiframe in FlexE standards. The
FlexE information frame includes fields such as FlexE Group Number, PHY Map, PHY Number, Client Calendar, Re-
served, Management Channel-Section, Management Channel-Shim to Shim, and the like. For example, the FlexE Group
Number field is used to indicate a number of a FlexE link group, the PHY Map field is used to indicate links included in
the FlexE link group, the PHY Number field is used to indicate a number of a link in the FlexE link group, the Client
Calendar field may be referred to as a slot assignment table and is used to indicate an assignment relationship between
a slot and a client service, the Reserved field is a reserved field, and the Management Channel field is used to indicate
management information related to the FlexE link group. The target field may be the Management Channel-Section
field, or may be the Reserved field. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0048] Step 303. The first network device replaces the m unavailable links with the m protection links.
[0049] Each of the m unavailable links is replaced by the first network device by using one of the m protection links.
[0050] If a first protection link in the m protection links belongs to the standby FlexE link group and is used to replace
a first unavailable link, the first network device deletes the first unavailable link from the active FlexE link group and adds
the first protection link to the active FlexE link group. The first protection link is one of the m protection links and the first
unavailable link is one of the m unavailable links. If the first network device deletes the first unavailable link from the
active FlexE link group, an association relationship is removed between the first unavailable link and the active FlexE
link group. If the first network device adds the first protection link to the active FlexE link group, an association relationship
is established between the first protection link and the active FlexE link group.
[0051] In an example, with reference to FIG. 2, the first network device replaces the PG1:PHY2 with the Spare PHY1.
The replacement process may include the following steps:

1. Delete the PG1:PHY2 from the active FlexE link group 1. In other words, an association relationship is removed
between the PG1:PHY2 and the active FlexE link group 1.
2. Delete the Spare PHY1 from the standby FlexE link group. In other words, an association relationship is removed
between the Spare PHY1 and the standby FlexE link group.
3. Add the Spare PHY1 to the active FlexE link group 1.
The first network device performs, by using configuration information of the PG1:PHY2, the following configuration:
(1) Configure FlexE Group Number for the Spare PHY1. (2) Configure PHY Map for the Spare PHY1. (3) Configure
PHY Number for the Spare PHY1. (4) Configure Client Calendar for the Spare PHY1. (5) Establish an association
relationship between the Spare PHY1 and the active FlexE link group 1.
Optionally, the replacement process further includes the following step 4:
4. Add the PG1:PHY2 to the standby FlexE link group.

[0052] The first network device performs, by using configuration information of the Spare PHY1, the following config-
uration: (1) Configure FlexE Group Number for the PG1:PHY2. (2) Configure PHY Map for the PG1:PHY2. (3) Configure
PHY Number for the PG1:PHY2. (4) Establish an association relationship between the PG1:PHY2 and the standby
FlexE link group.
[0053] If a second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to replace
a second unavailable link, the first network device applies slot configuration of the second unavailable link to the second
protection link. The second protection link is one of the m protection links and the second unavailable link is one of the
m unavailable links. The slot configuration includes but is not limited to slot division, slot status configuration, or config-
uration of an assignment relationship between a client service and a slot. A slot status includes an unavailable (unavail-
able) state, a used (used) state, and an unused (unused) state. The unavailable state indicates that the slot cannot be
assigned to a client service for use. The used state indicates that the slot has been assigned to a client service for use.
The unused state indicates that the slot can be assigned to a client service for use, but temporarily is not allocated to a
client service for use.
[0054] When a standby link that belongs to the active FlexE link group is not used, all slots of the standby link are
configured to be in the unavailable state. In an example, with reference to FIG. 4, the first network device replaces the
PG1:PHY2 with the PG1:Spare PHY1 and applies slot configuration of the PG1:PHY2 to the PG1:Spare PHY1. For
example, when a specific slot of the PG1:PHY2 is in the used state, that a corresponding slot of the PG1:Spare PHY1
switches from the unavailable state to the used state is configured. For another example, when a specific slot of the
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PG1 :PHY2 is assigned to a client service 1 for use, that a corresponding slot of the PG1:Spare PHY 1 is assigned to
the client service 1 for use is configured. In addition, the first network device further configures all slots on the PG1:PHY2
to be in the unavailable state.
[0055] Step 304. The second network device replaces, based on the protection switching notification, the m unavailable
links with the m protection links.
[0056] After receiving the protection switching notification sent by the first network device, the second network device
replaces, based on the protection switching notification, the m unavailable links with the m protection links.
[0057] If the first protection link in the m protection links belongs to the standby FlexE link group and is used to replace
the first unavailable link, the second network device deletes the first unavailable link from the active FlexE link group
and adds the first protection link to the active FlexE link group.
[0058] If the second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to
replace the second unavailable link, the second network device applies the slot configuration of the second unavailable
link to the second protection link.
[0059] A specific operation process in which the second network device replaces the unavailable link with the protection
link is the same as the specific operation process performed by the first network device described in step 303. Reference
may be made to the description in step 303, and details are not described herein again.
[0060] Step 305. The second network device sends a protection switching response to the first network device.
[0061] The protection switching response is used to indicate that the second network device has completed link
replacement based on the protection switching notification.
[0062] The second network device may send the protection switching response to the first network device on any one
or more available FlexE links. The available FlexE link may be a link that is not faulty in the active FlexE link group, or
may be a standby link such as a protection link. In another possible implementation, there is another communication
channel different from the FlexE link between the first network device and the second network device, and the second
network device may further send the protection switching response to the first network device through the another
communication channel. The another communication channel includes but is not limited to an Etherchannel, an optical
transmission network channel, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0063] In addition, for any unavailable link that has been assigned to a client service for use, after the first network
device receives the protection switching response, the client service that is transmitted on the unavailable link is switched
to a corresponding protection link for transmission. If the unavailable link is not assigned to a client service for use, the
client service switching does not need to be performed.
[0064] In the solution provided in this embodiment of this application, a standby link is provided for a link in the FlexE
link group, to implement redundancy backup. In this way, when there is an unavailable link in the FlexE link group, a
standby link is selected as a protection link and the unavailable link is replaced with the protection link, to avoid a problem
that the entire FlexE link group stops working because of one faulty link, thereby satisfying an application requirement
of FlexE for protection switching.
[0065] Optionally, the specific process of selecting the protection link by the first network device may be as follows:
[0066] When determining that there are a unavailable links in a specific active FlexE link group, the first network device
selects b standby links as protection links from the standby FlexE link group based on the following conditions: there is
no preconfigured standby link or selectable standby link in the active FlexE link group, and there is a selectable standby
link in the standby FlexE link group. Both a and b are positive integers, and b is less than or equal to a. It is assumed
that a quantity of selectable standby links in the standby FlexE link group is c, where c is a positive integer. If c is greater
than or equal to a, the first network device may select a maximum of a protection links, that is, provide protection switching
for all of the a unavailable links. If c is less than a, the first network device may select a maximum of c protection links,
that is, provide protection switching for some of the a unavailable links.
[0067] When determining that there are a unavailable links in a specific active FlexE link group, the first network device
selects b standby links as protection links from the active FlexE link group based on the following conditions: there is a
selectable standby link in the active FlexE link group, and there is no selectable standby link or preconfigured standby
link in the standby FlexE link group. Both a and b are positive integers, and b is less than or equal to a. It is assumed
that a quantity of selectable standby links in the active FlexE link group is c, where c is a positive integer. If c is greater
than or equal to a, the first network device may select a maximum of a protection links, that is, provide protection switching
for all of the a unavailable links. If c is less than a, the first network device may select a maximum of c protection links,
that is, provide protection switching for some of the a unavailable links.
[0068] When determining that there are a unavailable links in a specific active FlexE link group, the first network device
selects b standby links as protection links from the active FlexE link group and/or the standby FlexE link group based
on the following conditions: there is a selectable standby link in the active FlexE link group, and there is also a selectable
standby link in the standby FlexE link group. Both a and b are positive integers, and b is less than or equal to a. It is
assumed that a total quantity of selectable standby links in the active FlexE link group and the standby FlexE link group
is c, where c is a positive integer. If c is greater than or equal to a, the first network device may select a maximum of a
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protection links, that is, provide protection switching for all of the a unavailable links. If c is less than a, the first network
device may select a maximum of c protection links, that is, provide protection switching for some of the a unavailable
links. Optionally, the first network device preferentially selects a protection link from the active FlexE link group.
[0069] In the embodiment in FIG. 3, an example in which the first network device selects the protection link and initiates
the protection switching notification is used. To avoid a case in which different protection links are selected because
protection switching notifications are simultaneously initiated by the devices at the two ends of FlexE, a master-slave
relationship may be negotiated by the devices at the two ends. A master end device selects the protection link and
initiates the protection switching notification.
[0070] Optionally, a process of negotiating the master-slave relationship includes the following two parts:
[0071] In a first part, the first network device sends first master-slave configuration information to the second network
device, where the first master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship configured
in the first network device. After receiving the first master-slave configuration information, the second network device
determines, based on the first master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the
second network device, whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device
and the second network device.
[0072] In a second part, the second network device sends second master-slave configuration information to the first
network device, where the second master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship
configured in the second network device. After receiving the second master-slave configuration information, the first
network device determines, based on the second master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship
configured in the first network device, whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first
network device and the second network device.
[0073] The master-slave relationship between the first network device and the second network device may be that
the first network device is the master end device and the second network device is a slave end device, or may be that
the first network device is a slave end device and the second network device is the master end device. The master-
slave relationship may be configured by a user in the first network device and the second network device, and may be
changed as required.
[0074] In addition, the master-slave configuration information (including the first master-slave configuration information
and the second master-slave configuration information) may be sent when a master-slave relationship is initially con-
figured or reconfigured, or may be sent at a preset time interval. Two adjacent preset time intervals may be the same
or may be different.
[0075] Optionally, the master-slave configuration information is sent by being carried in a FlexE information frame.
For example, the master-slave configuration information is carried in a target field of the FlexE information frame. The
target field may be the Management Channel-Section field or the Reserved field described above. This is not limited in
this embodiment of this application. In addition, the master-slave configuration information may be carried in a first FlexE
information frame that is sent after a master-slave relationship is initially configured or reconfigured, or may be carried
in each FlexE information frame. For example, the master-slave configuration information is carried in a Management
Channel-Section field of each FlexE overhead frame.
[0076] Through the negotiation, the master-slave relationship can be determined between the first network device and
the second network device. When there is an unavailable link, the master end device selects a protection link and initiates
a protection switching notification, to implement process simplification.
[0077] In addition, when determining that the master-slave relationship is not correctly configured, the first network
device or the second network device may send alarm information, where the alarm information is used to indicate that
the master-slave relationship is not accurately configured. In the foregoing manner, whether the master-slave relationship
is accurately configured is detected, thereby ensuring accuracy of master-slave configuration.
[0078] Optionally, the first network device determines whether there is an unavailable link in the active FlexE link group
in the following manner:
[0079] In a first manner, the first network device independently detects whether there is an unavailable link. The first
network device detects whether a FlexE information frame sent by the second network device is correctly received on
each link included in the active FlexE link group, and determines, based on a detection result, whether the link included
in the active FlexE link group is available.
[0080] If the first network device correctly receives, on a specific link, a FlexE information frame sent by the second
network device, the first network device determines that the link is available. If the first network device does not correctly
receive, on a specific link, a FlexE information frame sent by the second network device, the first network device deter-
mines that the link is unavailable. For example, a FlexE overhead frame is usually sent once per 104.77ms. If the first
network device does not receive, on a specific link, a FlexE overhead frame sent by the second network device within
the time, the first network device determines that the link is unavailable. Alternatively, if the first network device receives,
on a specific link, a FlexE information frame sent by the second network device, but received signal strength is less than
a preset threshold, the first network device may also determine that the link is unavailable.
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[0081] Optionally, after obtaining the detection result, the first network device sends receiving status information to
the second network device, where the receiving status information is used to indicate whether the first network device
correctly receives, on each link included in the active FlexE link group, the FlexE information frame sent by the second
network device.
[0082] In a second manner, the first network device determines, based on receiving status information fed back by
the second network device, whether there is an unavailable link. The second network device independently detects
whether there is an unavailable link (refer to the foregoing description for a manner of detection), and sends receiving
status information to the first network device, where the receiving status information is used to indicate whether a FlexE
information frame sent by the first network device is correctly received on each link included in the active FlexE link
group. Then, the first network device determines, based on the received receiving status information, whether the link
included in the active FlexE link group is available.
[0083] A link between the first network device and the second network device is bidirectional. The first network device
may independently detect whether a link is available in a direction from a peer end to a local end, and the second network
device may also independently detect whether a link is available in a direction from a peer end to a local end.
[0084] For example, a link status indicated by receiving status information includes a normal (Normal) state, a signal
fail (signal fail, SF) state, and a signal degrade (signal degrade, SD) state. The normal state indicates that a link is
available, and the SF state and the SD state both indicate that a link is unavailable. The SF state means that a signal
from a peer end cannot be detected. For example, a FlexE information frame sent by the peer end cannot be received.
The SD state means that a signal from a peer end can be detected, but signal strength is relatively low. For example,
a FlexE information frame sent by the peer end can be received, but a bit error exists. A link in each of the SF state and
the SD state is unavailable and needs to be replaced with a protection link. Optionally, a link in the SF state is preferably
replaced.
[0085] Optionally, the receiving status information is sent by being carried in a FlexE information frame. For example,
the receiving status information is carried in a target field of the FlexE information frame. The target field may be the
Management Channel-Section field or the Reserved field described above. This is not limited in this embodiment of this
application. In addition, the receiving status information may be sent when a link status changes, or may be carried in
each FlexE information frame. For example, the receiving status information is carried in a Management Channel-Section
field of each FlexE overhead frame.
[0086] For example, a target field (such as a Management Channel-Section field) of a FlexE information frame is
extended, so that the target field carries receiving status information, and master-slave indication information or switching
action information. The switching action information may be the protection switching information or the protection switch-
ing response described above, or may be link restoration information or a link restoration response described below.
[0087] Information carried in a target field of a FlexE information frame transmitted on a link in the active FlexE link
group is shown in Table 1 as follows:

[0088] Information carried in a target field of a FlexE information frame transmitted on a standby link is shown in Table
2 as follows:

Table 1

Information carried in a 
target field

Usage Transmission 
occasion

Receiving status 
information

The receiving status information is used to notify a peer end of a status 
of a FlexE information frame that is sent by the peer end and that is 
received by a local end on the link, where the status includes the normal 
state, the SF state and the SD state.

Always

Master-slave 
indication information

The master-slave indication information is used to notify a peer end of 
a master-slave relationship configured in a local end.

Always

Table 2

Information carried in 
a target field

Usage Transmission 
occasion

Receiving status 
information

The receiving status information is used to notify a peer end of a status of 
a FlexE information frame that is sent by the peer end and that is received 
by a local end on the link, where the status includes the normal state, the 
SF state and the SD state.

Always
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[0089] In addition, in Table 1 and Table 2, that the transmission occasion is "always" indicates that information is
carried in each FlexE information frame, and that the transmission occasion is "when switching occurs" indicates that
information is carried in a specific FlexE information frame that is sent when switching needs to be performed.
[0090] As described above, a link may be unavailable in a direction from a master end device to a slave end device,
or may alternatively be unavailable in a direction from a slave end device to a master end device.
[0091] With reference to FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B, for example, a first network device is a master end device and a second
network device is a slave end device. If a PG1:PHY2 link in an active FlexE link group 1 is unavailable in a direction
from the master end device to the slave end device, a corresponding protection switching process is as follows:
[0092] Step 51. The second network device sends receiving status information to the first network device, where the
receiving status information indicates that the PG1:PHY2 is in an SF state.
[0093] Step 52. The first network device selects a Spare PHY1 from preconfigured standby links as a protection link.
[0094] Step 53. The first network device sends a protection switching notification to the second network device, where
the protection switching notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace the PG1:PHY2 with the
Spare PHY1.
[0095] Step 54. The first network device replaces the PG1:PHY2 with the Spare PHY1.
[0096] Step 55. The second network device replaces, based on the protection switching notification, the PG1 :PHY2
with the Spare PHY1.
[0097] Step 56. The second network device sends a protection switching response to the first network device.
[0098] With reference to FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, for example, a first network device is a master end device and a second
network device is a slave end device. If a PG1:PHY2 link in an active FlexE link group 1 is unavailable in a direction
from the slave end device to the master end device, a corresponding protection switching process is as follows:
[0099] Step 61. The first network device detects that the PG1:PHY2 is unavailable.
[0100] Step 62. The first network device sends receiving status information to the second network device, where the
receiving status information indicates that the PG1:PHY2 is in an SF state.
[0101] Step 63. The first network device selects a Spare PHY1 from preconfigured standby links as a protection link.
[0102] Step 64. The first network device sends a protection switching notification to the second network device, where
the protection switching notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace the PG1:PHY2 with the
Spare PHY1.
[0103] Step 65. The first network device replaces the PG1:PHY2 with the Spare PHY1.
[0104] Step 66. The second network device replaces, based on the protection switching notification, the PG1 :PHY2
with the Spare PHY1.
[0105] Step 67. The second network device sends a protection switching response to the first network device.
[0106] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 7, after replacing the m unavailable links with the m protection links, the first
network device and the second network device further perform the following steps:
[0107] Step 306. If the first network device determines that n links in the m unavailable links are restored to available,
the first network device sends a link restoration notification to the second network device, and n is a positive integer less
than or equal to m.
[0108] The first network device may determine, in the manner of independent detection as described above or based
on receiving status information sent by the second network device, whether an unavailable link is restored to available.
[0109] The link restoration notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace n protection links with
the n links that are restored to available. The n links that are restored to available are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the n protection links. In other words, one link that is restored to available is used to replace one protection link.

(continued)

Information carried in 
a target field

Usage Transmission 
occasion

Switching action 
information

Switching action information sent from a master end device to a slave end 
device is used to instruct the slave end device to replace an unavailable 
link with a protection link (the switching action information is also referred 
to as the protection switching information herein) or replace a protection 
link with a link that is restored to available (the switching action information 
is also referred to as the link restoration information herein).

When 
switching 
occurs

Switching action information sent by a slave end device to a master end 
device is used to notify the master end device of an execution result of 
switching (the switching action information, for example, is the protection 
switching response or the link restoration response).
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Optionally, the link restoration notification indicates a correspondence between a protection link and a link that is restored
to available. In other words, the link restoration notification indicates that a specific link that is restored to available is
used to replace a specific protection link.
[0110] The first network device may send the protection switching notification to the second network device on any
one or more available FlexE links. The available FlexE link may be a link that is not faulty in the active FlexE link group,
for example, a link that is restored to available, or may be a protection link or another standby link. Alternatively, the first
network device may send the link restoration notification to the second network device through another communication
channel. The another communication channel includes but is not limited to an Etherchannel, an optical transmission
network channel, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0111] Optionally, when the link restoration notification is sent on a FlexE link, the link restoration notification is a FlexE
information frame. A target field of the FlexE information frame carries link restoration information, and the link restoration
notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace the n protection links with the n links that are restored
to available. For example, the target field may be a Management Channel-Section field, or may be a Reserved field.
This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0112] Step 307. The first network device replaces the n protection links with the n links that are restored to available.
[0113] Each of the n protection links is replaced by the first network device by using one of the n links that are restored
to available.
[0114] If a first protection link in the n protection links belongs to the standby FlexE link group and is replaced with a
first restored link, the first network device deletes the first protection link from the active FlexE link group and adds the
first restored link to the active FlexE link group. The first restored link is one of the n links that are restored to available.
If the first network device deletes the first protection link from the active FlexE link group, an association relationship is
removed between the first protection link and the active FlexE link group. If the first network device adds the first restored
link to the active FlexE link group, an association relationship is established between the first restored link and the active
FlexE link group.
[0115] In an example, with reference to FIG. 2, it is assumed that the PG1:PHY2 is restored to available from being
unavailable, and the first network device replaces the Spare PHY1 with the PG1:PHY2. The replacement process is the
same as the replacement process of replacing an unavailable link with a protection link described above, and details
are not described herein again.
[0116] If a second protection link in the n protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is replaced with
a second restored link, the first network device applies slot configuration of the second protection link to the second
restored link. The second restored link is one of the n links that are restored to available.
[0117] In an example, with reference to FIG. 4, it is assumed that the PG1:PHY2 is restored to available from being
unavailable, and the first network device replaces the PG1:Spare PHY1 with the PG1:PHY2. The replacement process
is the same as the replacement process of replacing the unavailable link with the protection link described above, and
details are not described herein again.
[0118] Step 308. The second network device replaces, based on the link restoration notification, the n protection links
with the n links that are restored to available.
[0119] After receiving the link restoration notification sent by the first network device, the second network device
replaces, based on the link restoration notification, the n protection links with the n links that are restored to available.
[0120] A specific operation process in which the second network device replaces the protection link with the link that
is restored to available is the same as a specific operation process performed by the first network device described in
step 307. Reference may be made to the description in step 307, and details are not described herein again.
[0121] Step 309. The second network device sends a link restoration response to the first network device.
[0122] The link restoration response is used to indicate that the second network device has completed link replacement
based on the link restoration notification.
[0123] The second network device may send the link restoration response to the first network device on any one or
more available FlexE links. The available FlexE link may be a link that is not faulty in the active FlexE link group, for
example, a link that is restored to available, or may be a protection link or another standby link. Alternatively, the second
network device may send the link restoration response to the first network device through another communication
channel. The another communication channel includes but is not limited to an Etherchannel, an optical transmission
network channel, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0124] The first network device may send the protection switching notification to the second network device on any
one or more available FlexE links. The available FlexE link may be a link that is not faulty in the active FlexE link group,
for example, a link that is restored to available, or may be a protection link or another standby link. Alternatively, the first
network device may send the link restoration notification to the second network device through another communication
channel. The another communication channel includes but is not limited to an Etherchannel, an optical transmission
network channel, or the like. This is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0125] In the solution provided in this embodiment of this application, when it is determined that a link is restored to
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available from being unavailable, the link that is restored to available is used to replace a protection link, to restore a
standby link resource in a timely manner.
[0126] In addition, in another possible implementation, a non-revertive mode may also be used. To be specific, an
unavailable link becomes a standby link after being replaced by a protection link, and the link restoration operation
described in the foregoing embodiment does not need to be performed after the unavailable link is restored to available.
[0127] In an example, as shown in FIG. 8, for any link in an active FlexE link group, when determining that the link is
unavailable (in other words, the link is an unavailable link), a first network device performs protection switching on the
unavailable link in the following steps:
[0128] Step 801. When determining that there is any unavailable link in the active FlexE link group, the first network
device selects a standby link from preconfigured standby links as a protection link.
[0129] In this embodiment, an example in which the protection switching scenario shown in FIG. 2 is used. When
determining that the PG1 :PHY2 in the active FlexE link group 1 is unavailable, the first network device selects the Spare
PHY1 from the standby FlexE link group as the protection link.
[0130] Step 802. The first network device sends, on the protection link, a protection switching notification to a second
network device.
[0131] Optionally, the first network device sends a FlexE information frame to the second network device on the Spare
PHY1, and a Management Channel-Section field of the FlexE information frame carries protection switching information.
The protection switching information is used to instruct the second network device to replace the PG1:PHY2 with the
Spare PHY1. For example, the protection switching information carries a number of the PG1:PHY2 and instruction
information of a protection switching action.
[0132] Step 803. The first network device replaces the unavailable link with the protection link.
[0133] The first network device deletes the PG1:PHY2 from the active FlexE link group 1, deletes the Spare PHY1
from the standby FlexE link group, and then adds the Spare PHY1 to the active FlexE link group 1. Optionally, the first
network device further adds the PG1:PHY2 to the standby FlexE link group.
[0134] Step 804. The second network device replaces, based on the protection switching notification, the unavailable
link with the protection link.
[0135] After receiving the protection switching notification, the second network device deletes, based on the protection
switching notification, the PG1:PHY2 from the active FlexE link group 1 and the Spare PHY1 from the standby FlexE
link group, and then adds the Spare PHY1 to the active FlexE link group 1. Optionally, the second network device further
adds the PG1:PHY2 to the standby FlexE link group.
[0136] Step 805. The second network device sends, on the protection link, a protection switching response to the first
network device.
[0137] After completing the protection switching action, the second network device sends a FlexE information frame
to the first network device on the Spare PHY1, and a Management Channel-Section field of the FlexE information frame
carries the protection switching response.
[0138] Optionally, if a revertive mode is used, as shown in FIG. 8, this embodiment further includes the following steps:
[0139] Step 806. After determining that the unavailable link is restored to available, the first network device sends, on
the protection link, a link restoration notification to the second network device.
[0140] Optionally, after determining that the PG1:PHY2 is restored to available from being unavailable, the first network
device sends a FlexE information frame to the second network device on the Spare PHY1, and a Management Channel-
Section field of the FlexE information frame carries link restoration information. The link restoration information is used
to instruct the second network device to replace the Spare PHY1 with the PG1:PHY2. For example, the link restoration
information carries the number of the PG1 :PHY2 and indication information of a link restoration action.
[0141] Step 807. The first network device replaces the protection link with the link that is restored to available.
[0142] The first network device deletes the Spare PHY1 from the active FlexE link group 1, adds the PG1 :PHY2 that
is restored to available to the active FlexE link group 1, and adds the Spare PHY1 to the standby FlexE link group.
[0143] Step 808. The second network device replaces, based on the link restoration notification, the protection link
with the link that is restored to available.
[0144] After receiving the link restoration notification, the second network device deletes, based on the link restoration
notification, the Spare PHY1 from the active FlexE link group 1, adds the PG1:PHY2 that is restored to available to the
active FlexE link group 1, and adds the Spare PHY1 to the standby FlexE link group.
[0145] Step 809. The second network device sends, on the protection link, a link restoration response to the first
network device.
[0146] After completing the link restoration action, the second network device sends a FlexE information frame to the
first network device on the Spare PHY1, and a Management Channel-Section field of the FlexE information frame carries
the link restoration response.
[0147] It should be noted that, in this embodiment, that the link restoration notification and the link restoration response
are sent on the protection link is merely used as an example. In another possible implementation, the link restoration
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notification and the link restoration response may alternatively be sent on the link that is restored to available.
[0148] For any link in the active FlexE link group, when the link is unavailable, a protection link may be selected in the
manner provided in this embodiment, and protection switching is performed on the unavailable link by using the protection
link.
[0149] In the following, examples are used to describe application scenarios of the technical solutions provided in the
embodiments of this application.

1. Scenario of direct connection through a FlexE interface between data devices

[0150] As shown in FIG. 9, two data devices (including a data device 1 and a data device 2) are directly connected
by using a FlexE interface. The data device 1 is used as a master end device and the data device 2 is used as a slave
end device. An active FlexE link group 1 is configured between the data device 1 and the data device 2, and the active
FlexE link group 1 includes four links. A standby FlexE link group is further configured between the data device 1 and
the data device 2, and the standby FlexE link group includes two standby links. For example, when a PG1:PHY2 in the
active FlexE link group 1 is unavailable, a Spare PHY1 in the standby FlexE link group is used as a protection link to
replace the PG1 :PHY2.

2. Application scenario of FlexE termination in a transport network

[0151] In this application scenario, as shown in FIG. 10A, FIG. 10B and FIG. 10C, a transport network device (for
example, a transport device 1 or a transport device 2 in the figure) restores a FlexE signal to a FlexE Client level for
transmission. Two protection groups (for example, a protection group 1 and a protection group 2 shown in the figure)
are configured at two ends of at an access of the transport network, and a FlexE interface between a data device and
a transport device is protected by using the protection group. Configuration of the two protection groups is independent
of each other.
[0152] As shown in FIG. 10A, FIG. 10B and FIG. 10C, the protection group 1 includes a data device 1 and the transport
device 1. The data device 1 is used as a master end device and the transport device 1 is used as a slave end device.
An active FlexE link group 1 is configured between the data device 1 and the transport device 1, and the active FlexE
link group 1 includes four links. A standby FlexE link group 1 is further configured between the data device 1 and the
transport device 1, and the standby FlexE link group 1 includes two standby links. For example, when a PG1:PHY2 in
the active FlexE link group 1 is unavailable, a Spare PHY1 in the standby FlexE link group 1 is used as a protection link
to replace the PG1 :PHY2. The protection group 2 includes the transport device 2 and a data device 2. An active FlexE
link group 2 is configured between the transport device 2 and the data device 2, and the active FlexE link group 2 includes
five links. A standby FlexE link group 2 is further configured between the transport device 2 and the data device 2, and
the standby FlexE link group 2 includes three standby links.

3. Application scenario of FlexE aware in a transport network

[0153] In this application scenario, as shown in FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B, and FIG. 11C, a transport network device (for
example, a transport device 1 or a transport device 2 in the figure) transmits FlexE overheads and payloads. Two
protection groups (for example, a protection group 1 and a protection group 2 shown in the figure) are configured at two
ends of at an access of the transport network, and a FlexE interface between a data device and a transport device is
protected by using the protection group. Configuration of the two protection groups is independent of each other.
[0154] As shown in FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B, and FIG. 11C, the protection group 1 includes a data device 1 and the transport
device 1. The data device 1 is used as a master end device and the transport device 1 is used as a slave end device.
An active FlexE link group 1 is configured between the data device 1 and the transport device 1, and the active FlexE
link group 1 includes four links. A standby FlexE link group 1 is further configured between the data device 1 and the
transport device 1, and the standby FlexE link group 1 includes two standby links. For example, when a PG1:PHY2 in
the active FlexE link group 1 is unavailable, a Spare PHY1 in the standby FlexE link group 1 is used as a protection link
to replace the PG1 :PHY2. The protection group 2 includes the transport device 2 and a data device 2. An active FlexE
link group 2 is configured between the transport device 2 and the data device 2, and the active FlexE link group 2 includes
four links. A standby FlexE link group 2 is further configured between the transport device 2 and the data device 2, and
the standby FlexE link group 2 includes three standby links.
[0155] The foregoing mainly describes the solutions provided in the embodiments of this application from a perspective
of interaction between a first network device and a second network device. It may be understood that, to implement the
foregoing functions, a network device (for example, the first network device or the second network device) includes
hardware structures and/or software modules corresponding to execution of the functions. With reference to the units
and algorithm steps described in the embodiments disclosed in this application, embodiments of this application can be
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implemented in a form of hardware or a combination of hardware and computer software. Whether a function is performed
by hardware or hardware driven by computer software depends on particular applications and design constraints of the
technical solutions. A person skilled in the art may use different methods to implement the described functions for each
particular application, but it should not be considered that the implementation falls beyond the scope of the technical
solutions in the embodiments of this application.
[0156] In the embodiments of this application, functional units of the network device (for example, the first network
device or the second network device) may be classified based on the foregoing method embodiments. For example,
functional units may be classified based on corresponding functions, or two or more functions may be integrated into
one processing unit. The integrated unit may be implemented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form
of a software functional unit. It should be noted that, in this embodiment of this application, unit division is an example,
and is merely logical function division. In actual implementation, another division manner may be used.
[0157] When an integrated unit is used, FIG. 12A is a possible schematic structural diagram of the network device in
the foregoing embodiments. A network device 1200 includes a processing unit 1202 and a communications unit 1203.
The processing unit 1202 is configured to control and manage an action of the network device 1200. For example, when
the network device 1200 is a first network device, the processing unit 1202 is configured to support the network device
1200 in performing steps 301 to 303 in FIG. 3, steps 306 and 307 in FIG. 7, and steps 801 to 803 and steps 806 and
807 in FIG. 8, and/or is configured to perform another step in the technology described in this specification. When the
network device 1200 is a second network device, the processing unit 1202 is configured to support the network device
1200 in performing steps 304 and 305 in FIG. 3, steps 308 and 309 in FIG. 7, and steps 804, 805, 808 and 809 in FIG.
8, and/or is configured to perform another step in the technology described in this specification. The communications
unit 1203 is configured to support the network device 1200 in communicating with another network device. The network
device 1200 may further include a storage unit 1201 that is configured to store program code and data of the network
device 1200.
[0158] The processing unit 1202 may be a processor or a controller, for example, may be a central processing unit
(Central Processing Unit, CPU), a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (Digital Signal Processor, DSP),
an application-specific integrated circuit (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC), a field programmable gate array
(Field Programmable Gate Array, FPGA), or another programmable logic device, a transistor logic device, a hardware
component, or any combination thereof. The processing module 1202 may implement or execute various example logical
blocks, modules, and circuits described with reference to content disclosed in this application. Alternatively, the processor
may be a combination of processors implementing a computing function, for example, a combination of one or more
microprocessors, or a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor. The communications unit 1203 may be a commu-
nications interface, a transceiver, a transceiver circuit, or the like. The communications interface is a general term, and
may include one or more interfaces, for example, an interface between the first network device and the second network
device. The storage unit 1201 may be a memory.
[0159] When the processing unit 1202 is a processor, the communications unit 1203 is a communications interface,
and the storage unit 1201 is a memory, the network device in this embodiment of this application may be the network
device shown in FIG. 12B.
[0160] Referring to FIG. 12B, the network device 1210 includes a processor 1212, a communications interface 1213,
and a memory 1211. Optionally, the network device 1210 may further include a bus 1214. The communications interface
1213, the processor 1212, and the memory 1211 may be connected to each other through the bus 1214. The bus 1214
may be a peripheral component interconnect (Peripheral Component Interconnect, PCI for short) bus, an extended
industry standard architecture (Extended Industry Standard Architecture, EISA for short) bus, or the like. The bus 1214
may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of representation, only one thick
line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 12B, but this does not mean that there is only one bus or only one type of bus.
[0161] The network device shown in FIG. 12A or FIG. 12B may be the first network device or the second network device.
[0162] Methods or algorithm steps described with reference to the content disclosed in the embodiments of this
application may be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented by a processor by executing a software instruction.
The software instruction may include a corresponding software module. The software module may be stored in a random
access memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), a flash memory, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM),
an erasable programmable read-only memory (Erasable Programmable ROM, EPROM), an electrically erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory (Electrically EPROM, EEPROM), a register, a hard disk, a removable hard disk, a compact
disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), or any other form of storage medium well-known in the art. For example, a storage
medium is coupled to a processor, so that the processor can read information from the storage medium and write
information into the storage medium. Certainly, the storage medium may alternatively be a component of the processor.
The processor and the storage medium may be located in an ASIC. In addition, the ASIC may be located in a network
device. Certainly, the processor and the storage medium may exist in the network device as discrete components.
[0163] A person skilled in the art should be aware that in the foregoing one or more examples, functions described in
the embodiments of this application may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof.
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When being implemented by software, the foregoing functions may be stored in a computer-readable medium or trans-
mitted as one or more instructions or code in the computer-readable medium. The computer-readable medium includes
a computer storage medium and a communications medium, where the communications medium includes any medium
that enables a computer program to be transmitted from one place to another. The storage medium may be any available
medium accessible to a general-purpose or dedicated computer.
[0164] In the foregoing specific implementations, the objectives, technical solutions, and benefits of the embodiments
of this application are further described in detail. It should be understood that the foregoing descriptions are merely
specific implementations of the embodiments of this application, but are not intended to limit the protection scope of the
embodiments of this application. Any modification, equivalent replacement, or improvement made based on the technical
solutions of the embodiments of this application shall fall within the protection scope of the embodiments of this application.

Claims

1. A protection switching method, wherein the method comprises:

determining, by a first network device, that there is at least one unavailable link in an active Flexible Ethernet
FlexE link group, and selecting m standby links from preconfigured standby links as protection links, wherein
the active FlexE link group comprises a plurality of links that are logically bonded, and m is a positive integer
less than or equal to a quantity of unavailable links in the active FlexE link group;
sending, by the first network device, a protection switching notification to a second network device, and replacing
m unavailable links in the at least one unavailable link with the m protection links, wherein the protection switching
notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace the m unavailable links with the m protection
links, and the m protection links are in a one-to-one correspondence with the m unavailable links; and
receiving, by the first network device, a protection switching response sent by the second network device.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the replacing, by the first network device, m unavailable links in the at
least one unavailable link with the m protection links comprises:
if a first protection link in the m protection links belongs to a standby FlexE link group and is used to replace a first
unavailable link, deleting, by the first network device, the first unavailable link from the active FlexE link group, and
adding the first protection link to the active FlexE link group.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the replacing, by the first network device, m unavailable links in the at
least one unavailable link with the m protection links comprises:
if a second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to replace a
second unavailable link, applying, by the first network device, slot configuration of the second unavailable link to
the second protection link.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the protection switching notification is a FlexE information
frame, a target field of the FlexE information frame carries protection switching information, and the protection
switching information is used to instruct the second network device to replace the m unavailable links with the m
protection links.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the method further comprises:

if it is determined that n links in the m unavailable links are restored to available, sending, by the first network
device, a link restoration notification to the second network device, and replacing n protection links with the n
links that are restored to available, wherein the link restoration notification is used to instruct the second network
device to replace the n protection links with the n links that are restored to available, and n is a positive integer
less than or equal to m; and
receiving, by the first network device, a link restoration response sent by the second network device.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the determining, by a first network device, that there is
at least one unavailable link in an active FlexE link group comprises:

detecting, by the first network device, whether a FlexE information frame sent by the second network device is
correctly received on each link comprised in the active FlexE link group, and determining, by the first network
device based on a detection result, whether the link comprised in the active FlexE link group is available; and/or
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receiving, by the first network device, receiving status information sent by the second network device, wherein
the receiving status information is used to indicate whether a FlexE information frame sent by the first network
device is correctly received by the second network device on each link comprised in the active FlexE link group,
and determining, by the first network device based on the receiving status information, whether the link comprised
in the active FlexE link group is available.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the method further comprises:

sending, by the first network device, first master-slave configuration information to the second network device,
wherein the first master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship configured
in the first network device, so that the second network device determines, based on the first master-slave
configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the second network device, whether a
master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second network
device; and/or
receiving, by the first network device, second master-slave configuration information sent by the second network
device, wherein the second master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship
configured in the second network device, and determining, by the first network device based on the second
master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the first network device,
whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second
network device.

8. A protection switching method, wherein the method comprises:

receiving, by a second network device, a protection switching notification sent by a first network device, wherein
the protection switching notification is sent by the first network device after the first network device selects m
standby links from preconfigured standby links as protection links when the first network device determines that
there is at least one unavailable link in an active Flexible Ethernet FlexE link group, wherein the active FlexE
link group comprises a plurality of links that are logically bonded, the protection switching notification is used
to instruct the second network device to replace m unavailable links in the at least one unavailable link with the
m protection links, the m protection links are in a one-to-one correspondence with the m unavailable links, and
m is a positive integer less than or equal to a quantity of unavailable links in the active FlexE link group;
replacing, by the second network device based on the protection switching notification, the m unavailable links
with the m protection links; and
sending, by the second network device, a protection switching response to the first network device.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the replacing, by the second network device, the m unavailable links with
the m protection links comprises:
if a first protection link in the m protection links belongs to a standby FlexE link group and is used to replace a first
unavailable link, deleting, by the second network device, the first unavailable link from the active FlexE link group,
and adding the first protection link to the active FlexE link group.

10. The method according to claim 8, wherein the replacing, by the second network device, the m unavailable links with
the m protection links comprises:
if a second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to replace a
second unavailable link, applying, by the second network device, slot configuration of the second unavailable link
to the second protection link.

11. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 10, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving, by the second network device, a link restoration notification sent by the first network device, wherein
the link restoration notification is sent by the first network device after the first network device determines that
n links in the m unavailable links are restored to available, the link restoration notification is used to instruct the
second network device to replace n protection links with the n links that are restored to available, and n is a
positive integer less than or equal to m;
replacing, by the second network device based on the link restoration notification, the n protection links with
the n links that are restored to available; and
sending, by the second network device, a link restoration response to the first network device.
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12. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 11, wherein the method further comprises:
sending, by the second network device, receiving status information to the first network device, wherein the receiving
status information is used to indicate whether a FlexE information frame sent by the first network device is correctly
received by the second network device on each link comprised in the active FlexE link group.

13. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 12, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving, by the second network device, first master-slave configuration information sent by the first network
device, wherein the first master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship
configured in the first network device, and determining, by the second network device based on the first master-
slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the second network device, whether
a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second network
device; and/or
sending, by the second network device, second master-slave configuration information to the first network
device, wherein the second master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship
configured in the second network device, so that the first network device determines, based on the second
master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the first network device,
whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second
network device.

14. A network device, wherein the network device is a first network device and the network device comprises a processing
unit and a communications unit, wherein
the processing unit is configured to determine that there is at least one unavailable link in an active Flexible Ethernet
FlexE link group and select m standby links from preconfigured standby links as protection links, wherein the active
FlexE link group comprises a plurality of links that are logically bonded, and m is a positive integer less than or equal
to a quantity of unavailable links in the active FlexE link group; and
the communications unit is configured to send a protection switching notification to a second network device, the
protection switching notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace m unavailable links in the
at least one unavailable link with the m protection links, and the m protection links are in a one-to-one correspondence
with the m unavailable links, wherein
the processing unit is further configured to replace the m unavailable links with the m protection links, and
the communications unit is further configured to receive a protection switching response sent by the second network
device.

15. The network device according to claim 14, wherein the processing unit is configured to:
if a first protection link in the m protection links belongs to a standby FlexE link group and is used to replace a first
unavailable link, delete the first unavailable link from the active FlexE link group and add the first protection link to
the active FlexE link group.

16. The network device according to claim 14, wherein the processing unit is configured to:
if a second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to replace a
second unavailable link, apply slot configuration of the second unavailable link to the second protection link.

17. The network device according to any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein the protection switching notification is a FlexE
information frame, a target field of the FlexE information frame carries protection switching information, and the
protection switching information is used to instruct the second network device to replace the m unavailable links
with the m protection links.

18. The network device according to any one of claims 14 to 17, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to send, when the processing unit determines that n links in the m
unavailable links are restored to available, a link restoration notification to the second network device, wherein the
link restoration notification is used to instruct the second network device to replace n protection links with the n links
that are restored to available, and n is a positive integer less than or equal to m; and
the processing unit is further configured to replace the n protection links with the n links that are restored to available,
wherein
the communications unit is further configured to receive a link restoration response sent by the second network device.

19. The network device according to any one of claims 14 to 18, wherein the processing unit is configured to:
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detect whether a FlexE information frame sent by the second network device is correctly received on each link
comprised in the active FlexE link group, and determine, based on a detection result, whether the link comprised
in the active FlexE link group is available; and/or
determine, based on receiving status information received from the second network device, whether each link
comprised in the active FlexE link group is available, wherein the receiving status information is used to indicate
whether a FlexE information frame sent by the first network device is correctly received by the second network
device on the link comprised in the active FlexE link group.

20. The network device according to any one of claims 14 to 19, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to send first master-slave configuration information to the second
network device, wherein the first master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship
configured in the first network device, so that the second network device determines, based on the first master-
slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the second network device, whether
a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second network device;
and/or
the communications unit is further configured to receive second master-slave configuration information sent by the
second network device, wherein the second master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-
slave relationship configured in the second network device; and the processing unit is further configured to determine,
based on the second master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the first
network device, whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and
the second network device.

21. A network device, wherein the network device is a second network device and the network device comprises a
processing unit and a communications unit, wherein
the communications unit is configured to receive a protection switching notification sent by a first network device,
wherein the protection switching notification is sent by the first network device after the first network device selects
m standby links from preconfigured standby links as protection links when the first network device determines that
there is at least one unavailable link in an active Flexible Ethernet FlexE link group, wherein the active FlexE link
group comprises a plurality of links that are logically bonded, the protection switching notification is used to instruct
the second network device to replace m unavailable links in the at least one unavailable link with the m protection
links, the m protection links are in a one-to-one correspondence with the m unavailable links, and m is a positive
integer less than or equal to a quantity of unavailable links in the active FlexE link group; and
the processing unit is configured to replace, based on the protection switching notification, the m unavailable links
with the m protection links, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to send a protection switching response to the first network device.

22. The network device according to claim 21, wherein the processing unit is configured to:
if a first protection link in the m protection links belongs to a standby FlexE link group and is used to replace a first
unavailable link, delete the first unavailable link from the active FlexE link group and add the first protection link to
the active FlexE link group.

23. The network device according to claim 21, wherein the processing unit is configured to:
if a second protection link in the m protection links belongs to the active FlexE link group and is used to replace a
second unavailable link, apply slot configuration of the second unavailable link to the second protection link.

24. The network device according to any one of claims 21 to 23, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to receive a link restoration notification sent by the first network device,
wherein the link restoration notification is sent by the first network device after the first network device determines
that n links in the m unavailable links are restored to available, the link restoration notification is used to instruct the
second network device to replace n protection links with the n links that are restored to available, and n is a positive
integer less than or equal to m; and
the processing unit is further configured to replace, based on the link restoration notification, the n protection links
with the n links that are restored to available, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to send a link restoration response to the first network device.

25. The network device according to any one of claims 21 to 24, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to send receiving status information to the first network device, wherein
the receiving status information is used to indicate whether a FlexE information frame sent by the first network device
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is correctly received by the second network device on each link comprised in the active FlexE link group.

26. The network device according to any one of claims 21 to 25, wherein
the communications unit is further configured to receive first master-slave configuration information sent by the first
network device, wherein the first master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave relationship
configured in the first network device, and the processing unit is further configured to determine, based on the first
master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the second network device,
whether a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second network
device; and/or
the communications unit is further configured to send second master-slave configuration information to the first
network device, wherein the second master-slave configuration information is used to indicate a master-slave rela-
tionship configured in the second network device, so that the first network device determines, based on the second
master-slave configuration information and a master-slave relationship configured in the first network device, whether
a master-slave relationship is correctly configured between the first network device and the second network device.

27. A protection switching system, wherein the system comprises a first network device and a second network device,
wherein
the first network device is the network device according to any one of claims 14 to 20; and
the second network device is the network device according to any one of claims 21 to 26.

28. A computer storage medium, wherein the computer storage medium stores an executable instruction, and the
executable instruction is used to perform the method according to any one of claims 1 to 7.

29. A computer storage medium, wherein the computer storage medium stores an executable instruction, and the
executable instruction is used to perform the method according to any one of claims 8 to 13.
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